December 2013

Bob’s Bit!
Greetings fellow members! We are now in the winter season and so far have been able to fly
whenever possible, but with reduced numbers at the launch point. Try and do some flying in
the winter. We can get some good flights even with a limited flying day and if the weather is
not so good, some help with the jobs that need doing would be appreciated. Any flying you get
keeps you current, so that as we get into spring and summer you will be ready to go.
I attended a BGA management conference last week and it was apparent that we are not
unique in needing new members of all ages to help us get through the next few years of
change to the new European rules and increasing control by the CAA. Your committee is busy
refining our operation and paperwork systems to ensure that we will be able to achieve
Authorised Training Organisation (ATO) status under the BGA umbrella organisation. This
means our operation will be audited by the CAA at some stage. We are already in good shape,
but just need to document some of our informal operating systems.
We have an operating safety committee, which is meeting more regularly and preparing a
safety management system, which will formalise things and Trevor Tutthill, our safety officer,
has a contribution to this newsletter, which will explain things in more detail.
Thanks to Geoff Guttery, John Harter and Dean Eden, field work has moved on, but with one or
two problems, such as rebuilding the heavy roller and repairing the mower. Geoff and John,
plus some volunteer painters have now achieved success with the Phoenix tractor, which has
had a slight setback by catching diesel flu. It is under medication and will be well again soon!
We have had some computer problems over the last few months, which are being tackled by
Tony Platt and Tony Perry progressively, but it is a bit like unpicking a spaghetti sweater.
Gradually, the system will be simplified and up-to-date equipment installed. Keith Clarke is
starting to create a new web site and would appreciate ideas on what members would like from
it. We are also trying to get reliable Wi-Fi at the launch point, so that vouchers can be paid for
from the DP van, reducing the need to handle cash.
As an aside, we are looking for a new treasurer this year, as Ian Hamilton, who
has been doing the job since Adam was a lad, is looking for time off for good
behaviour. Seriously, we do need help in this area and the committee is
discussing the various tasks involved, to see if we can break down the job
into smaller parts so more people can help. Ian has said that he will help
with the transition, so if you feel you can contribute, please let me know.
According to a very reliable source of met information, (the Daily
Express!!!) we are due for 8 inches of non-metric snow in the near future.
So, joking aside, when the weather does get bad and you think it is too
dangerous to travel to the club, duty crews should make their own
decision about travelling and any flying will be on an ad-hoc basis for
those members who turn up. This just re-iterates what we have said
over the last few years.
Let us continue to use any good weather this winter and hope for a
good season next year. Best wishes for Christmas and the New Year to
you all from the Committee. Bob Pettifer - Chairman
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A Gliding Experience
In the last issue, we heard how a BFGC Voucher was raffled by Garstang Patchwork Quilters to raise money
for the NWAA. The voucher was then passed on for a second raffle at a local church. Now I am pleased to
be able to report what the winner had to say about her experience, when she wrote about it in the Longridge
Church Newsletter soon afterwards. (Thanks to Margaret Wooller for passing it on.)

It was a great surprise when my husband, Ray, put in a sealed bid
and won a voucher for a 'Trial Lesson' in a glider, at the Bowland
Forest Gliding Club, for my birthday. He knows how much I love
flying! So on Sunday afternoon, 22 September, we went along to the
airfield for my pre-booked lesson. The weather was perfect - blue
skies, fluffy clouds and sunshine! My daughter and family, together
with Dot and Fred, came along to watch and take photos. We were
all given a safety talk before walking to the launch site, where
tractors brought the winch to the start and positioned the gliders.
After putting on a parachute and climbing into the front part of the
dual-control cockpit, I was strapped securely in and given a
demonstration of all the controls by the pilot instructor. The time to
launch was here! The winch pulled the glider to over 1,000 feet in
less than half a minute. WOW! Flying above the beautiful Forest of
Bowland countryside, the views were breathtaking. The currents of
rising air above Parlick and Fairsnape Fells were so good that we
floated at 1,300 feet, at an average 50 miles an hour, with the views
of Blackpool, Heysham, Lancaster, Morecambe, Beacon and
Longridge Fells. Amazing sights to see from a bird's-eye view. In fact,
we flew above a bird of prey and we were as silent and graceful as it
was. The calm serenity that this type of flying gives was exhilarating
and magical. It must be the nearest to being a bird as possible.
After half an hour of circling, climbing and diving, we returned to
earth with the smoothest landing possible and with a huge grin on
my face. This was an unforgettable experience and I would urge
anyone to give this a try, as I cannot wait to do it all over again.
Jean Saunders
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Only 120! - Is that all? ... Anyway,
we’re glad to set the record straight
Ged! On behalf of the Newsletter, we
stand corrected and apologise for
allowing an inaccuracy to creep onto
our pages - (I’ve never been called
“almost infallible” before! Is that like
being “nearly a virgin?”) - Ed.
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CFI’s Notes
It’s certainly been a much better year than last, with a few badge claims and expeditions here
and there. Well done to all those who have achieved what they set out to do and better luck
next time to those that haven’t.
Following on from the membership survey, we have identified a need to improve post-solo
training and are currently putting together a syllabus for advanced soaring and cross country
needs. In addition to that, there are plans to encourage more cross county flying from
Chipping and a group of like-minded pilots are getting together to form a group to support
each other and make this happen. One aspect of this brought to light that we need to refresh
and grow some more Official Observers, so in the early part of 2014 a course will be run by
the DCFI, Ian Ashton, to achieve this. If you are interested and have the necessary
qualifications, then let him know.
Information regarding the LAPL(S) and all its glorious wonders is on the BGA website, however
if you need some clarification, then give me a shout. During 2014 there will be a rush to get
paperwork through the system, so please don’t leave it till the last moment. If you do, you
may be disappointed to find that the person who needs to sign your logbook and other
supporting evidence, (that’ll be me), might not be around to do it when you want.
Record of Training forms – These are a relatively new addition to the club and are required to
be completed by all those who have recently joined, through to early solo pilots. As a reminder,
it is your responsibility to keep it up to date and not me. However, I will be making random
checks and any found to be out of date will trigger an immediate ban on flying until brought
up to standard. You have been warned!
Annual checks are now underway for those who require them. Treat these as an opportunity to
learn as well. We all think we are better than we generally are and this is backed up by the
level of launch failure failures. Had a failure happened for real there could well have been a
number of serious accidents, so think about it on each and every flight. If you get to the top
of the launch, it’s a bonus!
That’s all for now folks. Have a great Christmas, a fabulous
New Year and a great 2014 soaring season.
Stay safe!

Phil Punt - CFI

Fashion Corner
CLOTHING with the club logo
A reminder that there is a clothing list
on the club kitchen cupboard doors.
Please place your order before the end
of January, as I can then send off an
order for March 2014.
Please ensure the correct item, size and
colour are ordered.
Payment will be through your club
account.
Margaret Wooller
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Portmoak-tastic!
Being the glider tart that I am, I didn’t
need asking twice. Would I like to tag
along on a week-long gliding trip to
Portmoak on the 10th to 16th November? Is
the Pope a Catholic? I must have thought
about it for almost a nano-second before I
was typing “Count me in” and hitting send.

Setting off in the sunshine!

All I had to do now was to proffer a bit of
vacuuming and agree to paint our
daughter’s bedroom, before springing it on
my better half, Kath, that I was buggering
off gliding for a week!

We set off on the Sunday morning under a cloudless blue sky, with a weather forecast that
looked hopeful. John Knowles picked me up and we met Ian Ashton, Pete Desmond and Keith
Clarke, (another glider tart if ever there was one!) at the club. The kit was being got out when
we got there, but we didn’t hang around. The convoy of KHK, 191, M80 and T54 hit the road
and God help anyone who happened to meet us coming the other way along the country lanes.
The convoy halted at Abingdon services for an intake (and output) of fluids and a butty. We
agreed that, rather than take the longer motorway route, we should cut across country on the
A702 and that John and I should go first, then I could read the map. So, what happened? ...
Ian shot off first, Pete went up the M74 and Keith disappeared! By the time we reached the
outskirts of Edinburgh, the now convoy of three got to the A720 and Ian missed the turning,
John and I turned left as planned and I turned round to watch the body language of Keith’s
driving, which was basically saying, “Oh sh*t who do I follow?” He went straight on, so we
were now all split up!
The Forth rail bridge looked magnificent in the autumn sunshine and with much glider talk and
general chit-chat going on in our T54 tow car, we managed to miss the Portmoak junction.
Oops!
Unbelievably, we all arrived at the Scottish Gliding Centre within minutes of each other. Pete
got there first, so if you’re planning a trip up there, the longer motorway route is definitely the
quickest.
With the trailers safely parked up, we headed off to find our accommodation. Ian had booked
us a lodge through Benarty Cottages, which was superb - almost brand new, very warm,
comfortable and well-equipped. Four bedrooms, two bathrooms and an absolute bargain at
under £60 each for the week, (including
bedding and towels). After a very pleasant
meal at the Balgedie Toll Tavern, (good
food and easy-on-the-eye staff), we settled
in for the night.
The next morning saw rain as forecast.
After a leisurely breakfast, we went to the
club and rigged the aircraft. We introduced
ourselves to Chris, the resident instructor –
a really friendly and helpful chap who
checked our medicals and paperwork and
gave us a few pointers on flying locally and
the airfield. We had bacon rolls and some
lovely homemade soup made by Douglas,
the friendly chef.

Three rigged. That just leaves the Duo Discus!
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Pete and I went to the local Sainsbury’s in Kinross to get some beer, whiskey, red wine and
other essentials ... then the skies cleared and it was game on!

Surfing the wave

With me strapped in the back of the Duo,
we took a winch launch to about 1,200
feet and Ian fired up the turbo
immediately, to make sure we got away
(and to make sure it still worked, just in
case). We headed off to what looked like
some wave clouds to the west and it
wasn’t long before the vario was beeping
away merrily all the way up to 7,500 feet.
Wow! I’d never been much over 4,000
feet before, (not counting Airbuses and
Boeings) and here I was flying a Duo in
wave with stunning scenery below and
beautiful cloudscapes all around. We
were skirting along the leading edge of a
wave cloud at 7,000 feet within minutes
of coming off the top of the wire. I was
beginning to like Scotland – a lot.

After an hour and a half, the light was beginning to fade and we reluctantly had to head back
to the airfield. With the covers on and the gliders tied down for the night, we headed back to
the lodge for an excellent Thai green curry made by Pete, (thanks Pete!) and to make a start
on some of the beverages purchased earlier. Not a bad start to the week, not bad at all ...
and it was to get better!
Tuesday and Wednesday were pretty similar. Each day producing great flights for all the
Bowland Forest gang, soaring the Bishop ridge and contacting weak wave all over the place.
Ian and I topped out at about 5,500 feet on both days, but noticed Pete about 1,000 feet
above us on the Tuesday. “Could you see if my wings were clean underneath?” he quipped
afterwards. Grrrrr!
Thursday had been forecast all week as going to be ‘the day’. Local pundits, including ‘John
1,000k Williams’ had all predicted it was gong to be, as Glyn would say, ‘a Stonker’. With a
brisk North Westerly forecast, wave was virtually nailed on. We got up early!
I dressed as one would dress for the Antarctic in the winter, during a cold snap. Seven layers;
long Johns, Salopettes, (which Keith told me meant “tart’s trousers” in French), two pairs of
socks, one thick, one thin, hat and gloves
and I was ready, but barely able to move.
DI’s were done in the glow of the rising
sun and then off to the launch point with
Keith, Pete and John close behind. Two
cables were out and waiting. The first one
was already spoken for by a lovely Discus
Turbo piloted by local pundit Santiago
Cervantes (Sant). He was due to give a
lecture on wave flying at the club the
following week, so I thought he may be
worth watching, or maybe even following.
A shortage of bodies at the launch point
meant that we had to help him launch,
and then we were away next.

Daybreak over the Duo - An early start!
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From the top of the wire, we shot over to the ridge, which was working well in the stiff WNW
breeze. We were soon at about 3,000 feet QFE and saw Sant push forward towards a
promising looking wave cloud. Ian said he’d keep an eye on him while I flew. On Ian’s
suggestion, I pushed further along the ridge to the North, away from the several other
gliders that were now airborne. Slowly the air became smoother and the vario got more
excited and so did I. We were in wave – straight off the hill and were at about 5,000 feet in
no time at all!
Ian suddenly burst out laughing. What’s up? He pointed at Sant, the local wave-flying pundit,
scuttling back to the hill about 3,000 feet below us. I dared Ian to call him up and ask him if
he could see if our wings were clean underneath, but he thought better of it - chicken! Later
in the clubhouse Sant admitted that he was looking up at us shouting ‘bastards’. We said we
were looking down on him and laughing. He took it very well, thankfully. Nice fella!
We pressed forwards towards Perth in the Northwest and soon contacted more wave. The
wings began to ice, but soon thawed in the sun. We passed my new personal best height of
7,500 feet, set two days earlier and were soon above the clouds in brilliant sunshine.
Stunning! I had goosebumps and it wasn’t from the cold. And believe me, it was cold, very
cold, even with my tart’s trousers on! Airspace restrictions meant we couldn’t go too near to
Perth, so we soared another wave bar southwards towards the Forth Bridge. It looked tiny.

The Forth Rail Bridge from 12,000 feet

Oxygen on at 10,000 feet and we eventually topped out at 14,595 feet. It was minus 30° in
the cockpit. My iPhone had shut down because of the cold and my feet were properly numb
to half-way up my calves, but I was giddy with excitement! The wind outside was blowing at
50 knots but it was so smooth, it was like flying in still air. What an amazing experience almost surreal.
Ian and I were now very cold. Uncomfortably cold. One mention of Dougie’s homemade hot
soup and a bacon roll and the airbrakes were out and we were on our way back. 3 hours 35
minutes after launching, we were back on terra firma and I could hardly walk on my frozen
feet.
John landed about an hour or two later and Pete landed as the sun was setting. Both had also
had brilliant flights. We looked skywards. Where on earth was Keith? About 15 minutes later
the familiar silhouette of the ASW 19B appeared on the downwind leg.
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When he clambered out of M80, Keith looked frozen. Like Pete,
he’d been in the air from dawn ‘till dusk. I was impressed! A
good time had been had by all, surfing the waves of Portmoak.
So, it was back to the chalet for light refreshments of the
alcoholic variety!
Friday’s weather was poor by comparison. I was the only one
who flew and it was just a quick check flight with Chris in a club
K21. He cleared me to fly their Junior or K21, which I was really
pleased about, but by this time, the cloud had descended and
you couldn’t even see the top of the hill. Bugger! But there’s
always next time.
All in all, it was an excellent week, with great flying at a really
friendly club that didn’t rip you off. The typical bill for the week’s
flying was a very reasonable £32.00. I think we actually spent
After a few beverages Keith liked to
navigate his way around the chalet
more on bacon butties and soup!
So, get your tart’s trousers on and get up to Portmoak!
Now it’s back to reality ... Kath, where’s that paintbrush?

by following the grain, knots and
features in the oak flooring. Here
he is, with his nose lowered, on his
55 knot approach to the kitchen.

Jon Hough

The airfield and Bishop’s Ridge from above Loch Leven

Quick Quote!

“This thing we call luck is merely professionalism and attention to detail. It's your
awareness of everything that is going on around you. It's how well you know and
understand your airplane and your own limitations. Luck is the sum total of your
abilities as an aviator. If you think your luck is running low, you'd better get busy
and make some more. Work harder. Pay more attention. Study your aircraft
manuals more. Do better pre-flights.”
- Stephen Coonts, The Intruders.
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Safe Winch Launching
I hope that all of you have seen, or are
familiar with, the contents of the latest BGA
DVD on winch launching. If not, you can find
out about it on the BGA website and every
instructor has a copy, so viewing it could be
something to do on a nice, wet, cosy day at
the club.
The first part of the BGA Safety Initiative on
winch launching concentrated on how to stop
things going wrong after a glider has taken
off, but we know things can go seriously
wrong before, or immediately after a glider’s
wheel leaves the ground and the second part
has concentrated on this. We are talking here
about wing-drop turnover accidents and as
an illustration, details of the AAIB report on a fatal one involving a Nimbus were circulated to
all members a few months ago. The factors that affect the likelihood of such an accident and
how to prevent one have also been circulated, but as a reminder I have stated the factors
below.

So, what precautions do we need to take to avoid a wing-drop accident at Chipping?
Of course, the most significant factor is the “launch team” - the pilot, launch marshal, wingrunner, signaller and winch driver - the humans that are doing the job of getting a glider
airborne. Perhaps the first thing to think about is the frame of mind of those involved, (which
can be any one of us). Hopefully, pilots are switched-on at this stage, but are we so sure
about the other members of the team? With less/no adrenaline flowing, are we as alert as we
should be? In effect, at a moment’s notice, we have to make a rapid transition from being
relaxed, chatting and laughing, (well we are supposed to be enjoying ourselves!), to carrying
out a safety-critical job. The tasks of the launch team are not that demanding, but not trivial
either and when sod’s law decides to operate, our only hope is that we are doing things right.
Certainly, the first priority is that when we take on a launch team task, we make the mental
change required. Carrying on a conversation while acting as Launch Marshal suggests this
hasn’t occurred!
As pilots we know all the standard stuff about what to do and think before take-off, but just
let me recap for this article. “If a wing goes down and it can’t be raised, or it touches the
ground, I will pull the cable release very hard, (having been holding it very firmly from the
start of signalling - no gloves)”. Of course, before getting into the glider we will have thought
about the factors that increase the chance of a yaw during the ground run and, if necessary,
how to reduce it. And of course we will refuse to accept the cable until we are satisfied
that all is ready. In this context, this means we are happy with the way the wing-runner is
holding the wing and which one, and with the alignment of the glider and cable. When we
start moving, we will work very hard at, amongst the other things, keeping straight and
keeping the wings level. I’ve mentioned before that in our syndicate we give each other
feedback on the latter, (mainly for my benefit). Of course the instructors will always “help” in
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this, but they can’t see everything. The front of the cockpit being symmetrical with the
horizon is the way we are taught to keep our wings level and usually we leave that to our
internal “auto-pilot”, but if we think the conditions warrant it, then a conscious effort helps.
The Launch Marshal takes over some of the responsibility for a safe launch from the pilot,
particularly the lookout bit. When all is ready, (cable attached, correct weak link etc.) he/she
will carry out a 360° scan of the field and the surrounding airspace. Any aero-engine sounds
are identified and a decision is made whether or not it is safe to continue. Adding the glider
to the scan only takes a second and seems a good idea. I once stopped someone being
launched with a dolly attached by noticing its presence (and I once launched with a dolly
attached). My fault, but it would have been nice if someone had noticed!
When the slack is out of the cable, “All Out!” should only be given once the glider starts to
creep forward, to prevent a sudden jerk. If there is a delay at the winch end, don’t get
fixated on the winch. Peering at it won’t help, but keeping a good lookout might.
Once the glider starts to move forward, attention should switch to where the cable attaches
to the glider. Any over-run and back-release must result in an immediate stop signal. It
would be very foolish to think that cables jamming in wheel boxes are a thing of the past!
Some say that wing-drop accidents occur so quickly that giving a ‘Stop’ will have little effect
and the aforementioned AAIB report said that in that accident, there was probably not
enough time for one to be effective. Certainly the BGA DVD implies that one should be given.
Anyway, it seems inconceivable that someone would just stand looking without giving such a
signal and the quicker the better, so we must stay alert once we have given ‘All Out’.
The D.P. van signaller has three jobs in one. Keeping the log on the computer, lookout and
signalling. The second and third require 100% of our attention. A person standing in the DP
van can see things that the launch marshal cannot - the dead-ground behind the van and in
the middle of the field and the airspace behind the van. Therefore it is a club requirement
that when a glider is about to launch, the signaller should stand away from the computer
and do a 360° scan of the field and the surrounding airspace. (Remember the visitors who
wandered onto the field, invisible to all at the launch point except from the DP van - not
manned at the time - and found cables lying on the ground?) The signaller should then pick
up the ground band radio’s microphone and hold it for use before starting to signal. If a
‘Stop’ is given, then the stop button is pressed and “Stop! Stop! Stop!” is shouted into the
microphone. Remember the standing-up bit and holding the microphone isn’t an
option, but is now standard club practice and the microphone bit is a BGA
recommendation. And yes it all makes sense. The signalling section of the DP van gives the
best view on the field. Why would we waste it? And the person involved is more likely to
have gone from computer mode to lookout/signaller mode if they have got off their backside.
We also know that once the winch driver has transferred his/her attention to the glider, the
signalling light often cannot be seen. A back-up signal makes sense. Ideally, if there are
enough people around, one person should look after the computer, while another does the
lookout and signalling. Teaching old dogs new tricks is always a problem. I still have
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difficulty remembering ABCD, but that is
no excuse for not trying.
The vital word in the title “wing-runner” is
‘runner’. When we do this job, we are
attempting to keep the wings level and the
glider straight until we can no longer
keep up. Level is self-explanatory, but
make sure the pilot is not frantically
waving a hand to request an adjustment.
There is a tendency for wing-runners to
inadvertently hold the wing back.
Obviously, we must guard against this.
However, when it is necessary, it is easier
to keep a glider straight on the ground-run
by holding a tip back, so if the cross-wind
component isn’t too strong, we should
hold the downwind tip, (but making sure we don’t have to run across the unused cable). If
the cross-wind is strong, (or the pilot asks), we hold the into-wind wing, with the tip slightly
lowered.
We must be prepared to run with the tip, and as far as we can. We know that for 99%
of times, the tip is gone from us before we can do much, but it’s sod’s law that, on the one
occasion when we are standing sideways and thinking about getting a cup of tea, it will be
pulled away from us too slowly for the pilot to keep the wings level. Then, if it drops to the
ground just as the winch driver opens the throttle lever... !!
I’m not saying anything about the winch driver in all this. Obviously he/she is a vital part of
the team, but I know that John keeps on top of that side of things.
Finally, whoever brings the cable to the glider must put whatever effort is necessary into
aligning it with the glider. My view is that often, this isn’t done well enough. For those who
are casual about this, remember there is a lot of difference between a two-seater with an
instructor in the back and a low, long wingspan, single-seater, whose pilot is having his first,
second, third, whatever, number of flights. Let’s get into the habit of getting it right for all
situations.
Perfect alignment is not always possible by just moving the cable however and sometimes the
glider will need to be turned slightly to
achieve this.
And yes, winter is coming, (has come). If
we’ve relied on cables moving sideways
to self-align, they certainly won’t if there
are lumps of frozen mud in the way.
Flicking the cable up to move it across is
essential and even walking to the
obstruction if necessary! And a launch
line creeping away from the run of the
cable tractor as the day goes on doesn’t
help. One of the causes given for the
Nimbus accident was that the pilot
moved the glider away from the line of
the cable to avoid a patch of mud!
Safe Launches and Happy Flying!
Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer
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Scene from Above

The orange livery of CRT stands out against the green fields of the West Bowl

A Sense of History
For this edition, we have raided the club
archives for a famous picture from a time
when BFGC meant the Blackpool and Fylde
Gliding Club.
As an experiment, in 1957, they tried
aerotowing the club’s T.21 from Squires
Gate airfield, behind an Auster, using a
compromise hook. Jack Aked was at the
controls and the resulting flight was
recorded by a photographer in a second
Auster.
With careful cropping, you couldn’t see the
tow plane and the towrope was invisible on
the photograph, so it looked like Jack was
flying free around Blackpool Tower.
It was such an impressive photograph that
it was used on the cover of the February
1958 issue of Sailplane and Gliding.
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Winchy Bits
In the last newsletter, I reported that the Skylaunch
was losing brake fluid. I still do not know where the
brake fluid is going. Please remember to check the
level at the D.I.
On a more positive note, the guillotines have had their
annual test firing and passed with flying colours. The
engine oil, filters, plugs and distributor cap have been
changed and the leaky exhaust on the right hand side
has been fixed. (Hurrah!)
Thanks go to Peter Whitehead, who arranged for the
pull testing of some sample cable repairs by P&M
Aviation at Rochdale. The results were interesting, but without going into detail, it
transpires that the 5mm ferrules need to be finished off using the middle hole on the
mechanical crimper, otherwise they do not achieve their full grip. (Winch drivers please
note).
Happy flying!

John Harter - Winch Master (Segelflugzeugwindenstartmeister)

The Phoenix has Risen!
When I saw the burnt-out hulk of our old cable tractor,
dumped unceremoniously in a corner of the car park in the
spring of 2011, I was convinced it was just a matter of
how the hell we were going to get the scrap metal off-site!
It just goes to show that I don’t have the insight,
imagination or skill of Geoff and John, who looked at it and
saw a challenge and a worthy project!
After many months of hard work, they and their helpers
have now transformed the wreck into a dapper, new,
bright-yellow tractor, just bursting to tow cables up and
down our fields for years to come. What a magical team
they are!
Unfortunately, the newly finished
tractor has temporarily succumbed
to diesel bug, but it is responding
well to treatment and will soon be a
regular feature, chugging up and
down the airfield on flying days.
Congratulations to all concerned!
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Wave Flight!
It’s Sunday the 13th October and from my bedroom window, I can see Beacon Fell and a wave bar
that’s been there since the previous evening. Arriving at the club at around 8:30, we promptly got
the kit out, only for it to be rained on, but from the apron it was clear to see. Simply get to the top
of the launch, turn right towards the west bowl and away you go.
Kampy was Duty Dog and after the weather finally decided to play ball, he took off with Jon Hough
in one of the K13’s. Waiting to launch with young Lewis sat in the front of the K21, I sat in the
back and gleefully watched the 13 being thrashed around in obvious rotor, whilst they furiously
tried to keep the aircraft in some semblance of the horizontal. The brief flight culminated in a
circuit, with Jon exclaiming it was the roughest flight he’d ever had. (No, I am not going to say
anything about Kampy’s flying!)
Our turn, and Plan A was for me to do the launch and do as
predicted. It worked! With the 21’s better penetration and
performance, we got a decent launch with very little evidence of
turbulence, but once we started to head north we soon found the
rough stuff. As skill and experience have nothing to do with it,
there’s only one thing I found that works in those conditions and
that’s to fight it as much as possible and wish for luck. So after
stirring the stick and rudder pedals around a bit and calmly
telling Lewis this is how it’s done, we got to 1,300 feet, where it
all went smooth and the vario just went crazy. Off the clock lift
with no sign of stopping in a hurry! After a few minutes I think I uttered a few words like
“blooming heck” or such like and anyway I’m sure Lewis has heard worse at school.
With the strength of lift, it was an obvious call to open the Chipping Box and James Gerrie did a
sterling job getting it sorted out in double quick time, whilst we hung around just at the end of a
bar in one-up. As soon as we got the go ahead, we turned back to the good lift, where it didn’t
take long to get to FL95 with Lewis doing most of the flying.
Whilst ascending, we analysed the wave patterns and decided that once we got to around 10,000
feet, we’d go exploring towards Lancaster. So we set off, but disappointingly it wasn’t working as
well as we thought and we lost a couple of thousand feet by the time we were over Galgate.
Bearing in mind we had to go through the same sink on the way back, we thought we wouldn’t
push our luck, which was a good decision as, having turned around, we found the gaps were going
milky and starting to close.
It’s funny how much you rely on moving maps in your own glider and how quickly you miss the
equipment when not there. Consequently, we had to concentrate hard to work out where the club
was as I quietly switched the Artificial Horizon on. Well, it’s got one fitted, so I may as well get it
ready!
We got back to the club at around 6,000
feet and side-slipped with full airbrake and
managed to get below cloud base just in
time as the gap closed completely. Then,
rather than go straight in to land, we
messed around in the rough stuff in the
west bowl area for a while, giving Lewis
hands-on experience of what it was like.
After 55 minutes we landed and I don’t
think Lewis stopped grinning all day. All in
all great fun, but whilst the others all gave
it a go, frustratingly, that was it for the day.
That’s gliding for you! - Phil Punt
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Flying Andalucia
For those of you who are wondering how Martin Roberts is getting on, now that he can
no longer drag K13s around cold muddy fields, like normal folk, I received the letter
below from him last month. Poor bloke !

I flew in a precision flying competition at "Loma del Gato", (Hill of the cat), Almunecar Costa
Tropical last Saturday and Sunday
The wind was poniente (west) at 15-20 kph so my "A1" rated wing (numpty wing) was not
able to penetrate as far as the 10 metre target on the beach. (In these conditions the comp.
was solely for the sky gods with VNE "very near the end” - death wings). I touched it once
out of my 4 flights, but I and lots of other pilots were landing short. (At least I didn't land in
the surf like a tandem pilot and p2, or on top of the spur next to the tower - a German!)
I thought the pics were good and you could use them to pad out your next newsletter. The
first picture is of the take off, with my equipment in the foreground. We fly over the spur of
land to the right of the little tower on the beach. The second is of the target on the beach
where you were supposed to land, LOL...
The third and fourth are me coming in to land and the last is the “walk of shame”, as I have
to walk up the beach to the landing area to give my competition number.
Finally, congrats on the club’s ‘Lancashire Life’ article. A friend brings us the back copies
when they are over.
I hope all is well and the club is flourishing.
Kind regards.
Martin Roberts
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Even Safer Flying!
As you will have seen, the club now has a safety reporting email address:
safety@bfgc.co.uk. This is to make it easier to report anything that may affect safety.
Obviously, the system needs to know about a problem to sort it out. Repeat occurrences
provide significance. And it can be used without giving your name. This might smack of
the KGB or Stasi, but it is only an option and the important thing is that the information
gets into the system.
There was a recent example of how this address could be beneficial. During a recent flight
in a Ka8, the pilot heard metallic noises from under his seat. On inspection after landing,
a number of coins were found. One email reporting this incident would not be very
significant, but if a number were received over a period of time then it would indicate
that some action would be sensible. Not a witch-hunt to find who had deposited foreign
objects in the gliders, but a reminder to people about the danger and to check their
pockets before flying. (It might even make DI-ers look more carefully under the seats at
the start of the day too!) In the past, word-of-mouth has played an important part in
safety information getting to the right place. The use of the safety email should make this
process more reliable. So please send those emails! Remember - safety@bfgc.co.uk
Our eagle-eyed winch-master has noticed that someone has made the weak links, used
to attach cables to the cable-retrieve tractor, out of polypropylene rope. Links they might
be, but certainly not weak. If the cables stop paying out during their retrieve, the weak
link should break to prevent any damage to the winch, or any tangle being pulled rock
hard. More importantly, this also protects the tractor driver. The cables are attached to
the tractor well above the axles of the main wheels. If they stop moving, a turning
moment will result that could pull the tractor over backwards!
The tractor is now provided with appropriate wire links and these are the only ones
that are to be used. Caroline has volunteered to keep them replenished, but if she is
away, they can easily be made from some gash cable.
And one last thing. If winch launch failures are a risk area, it makes sense to reduce
their frequency to the absolute minimum. We have recently improved our inspection of
the cables before start of play each day and are now logging the details of any breaks
that occur. Thanks for the extra effort this involves.
As always, any comments, etc. are welcome.
Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer

Quick Quotes!
Navigating by the compass in a sea of clouds over Spain is all very well. It is very dashing.
But you want to remember that below the sea of clouds lies eternity.
- Antoine de Saint Exupéry - Wind, Sand, and Stars, 1939.
If you want to grow old as a pilot, you've got to know when to push it and when to back off.
- Chuck Yeager
Nobody who gets too damned relaxed builds up much flying time.
- Ernest K. Gann
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Duty Roster
The Club website is giving Carol some problems at the moment, so she’s asked me to repeat
the recent e-mail distribution of the Duty Roster, just to make sure everyone has it.
Consequently, here is the January and February roster again.
(So there’s no excuse for not turning up!)

BFGC in Wartime

Oops!

It was a great idea of Harry’s to parascend off Parlick ...

I wish we hadn’t
chosen a wave
day though! ...

Alex just couldn’t believe it! It had all looked so simple when
Sullenburger did it!
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Fully En-suitened!

As some of you may have gathered, I
am very proud of my ASW 19 and the
features it boasts. For once, I’m not
talking here about the modern
electronic gizmos and moving-map
doohickeys, although it certainly has all
of those. No, as a gentleman of a
certain age, I am most pleased with the
simple things in life, like the fact that it
is fully en-suite, which can make those
five and six hour flights so much more
comfortable. I also recently discovered
that it has an on-board sauna (in Spain)
and a very efficient chest freezer (in
Scottish wave).
I was green with envy however when I
saw, on a recent expedition to Skelling
Farm, how Ron Graham’s Pilatus B4
comes equipped!
Apparently, the over-wing area of the
glider is designed to detach in one piece
to provide the shy pilot with a portable
urinal, which he can freely use at the
launch point, without offending lady
pilots or scaring the sheep! Whatever
will they think of next!

Season’s Greetings
To all our Readers!
And remember to keep a good lookout over
the Festive Season. You wouldn’t want
an airprox with this lot!

Editor’s Endbit

And that was the December edition of your favourite newsletter! I hope you enjoyed reading it. As
usual, a big thank you to all the contributors for their interesting and informative articles. If you
haven’t contributed to this issue, please make a note to share your memories and experiences with
us next time. The deadline date for the next issue will be Sunday 2nd March and I look forward to
hearing from you. As always, you don’t have to wait until then. Send me your stuff at any time
and I’ll keep it safe until the next deadline. Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com
I don’t know about you, but I’m looking forward to the next issue already!
Keith Clarke - Editor

